
Marketer’s Playbook:
Using Trending Content to Drive Sales & Engagement



Marketer’s Playbook: 
Marketing with Trending Content

Users are always looking to find out trending content from your 
product or content catalog.  As a marketer, you can drive higher 
engagement and purchases by merchandising this trending content in 
your emails, push notifications and other forms of marketing. Some 
examples include:

» Recent best converting items 
» Recent most viewed items
» Recent best selling items 
 

Marketing messages with trending content can be highly engaging, and 
often show a response rate that is 3-10X higher than newsletters.

Email with  trending content Push notification with trending content



Marketer’s Playbook: 
5 Steps to Marketing with Trending Content

Here is how you can start merchandising trending content to your users 
over different marketing channels

1. Track views/searches/cart-updates/conversion events etc in real 
time. Real time tracking is critical to understanding & 
merchandising trending content

2. Determine the type of trending content based on your goals: 
Since trending content comes in different forms, you should pick 
the right type based on your goals. For instance, if your goal is to 
drive conversions, you might want to merchandise the top 
converting items rather than simply the most viewed items

3. Find the right segment of users to target: For news-based 
content websites and apps, or for fashion and flash sale 
businesses, trending content might be the most useful content for a 
majority of your users, and users might even welcome daily 
updates. Other businesses may prefer a different frequency of 
communication to a smaller group of users based on segmentation. 
Finding the right segment and cadence for your business is 
important when merchandising trending content. 

4. Set up templates: Create content templates for merchandising 
trending content over emails, push notifications or other forms of 
marketing. 

5. Test & scale: Test by sending out trending content to small 
audiences on one channel, and eventually scale it to larger 
audiences on every channel



Then, customize your marketing templates using one of Blueshift’s several 
personalization options, including trending content:

Trending Content With Blueshift

Blueshift makes it extremely easy to launch various forms of marketing, including emails & 
push notifications, with trending content. 

First, create a dynamic segment of users you would like to target:
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Launch & Measure Campaigns In Real Time
With Blueshift, you can launch & test trending content and other automated campaigns 
instantly, and track real-time results:

Blueshift is already integrated with your favorite marketing tools: tag managers, ESPs, push 
notification providers & more:


